Meet Africa’s #1 Leadership Educator & Global Catalyst Coach
Leadership. Global Catalyst. Transformation.
Leadership Educator and host of popular podcast, ‘Your Next Best Self’, Dr Patricia
Murugami is one of Africa’s most sought after speakers and educators, reshaping executive
leadership globally. Her work is recognised and embraced by thousands of CEOs, C-suite
leaders and corporations, who trust her wise insights and extensive professional
background to help them scale up in their various fields.
Dr Patricia Murugami, Founder and CEO, Breakthrough Leadership Transformation & Rise
School
A wife, mother and Kenyan author of 3 books: Rise - The 4-Way Manifesto for Life and
Legacy, Pause - Musings on Life, Love, Leadership & Legacy and The Daring 2022 Journal,
Dr Patricia is also the Founder of Rise School, the first of its kind online leadership school
that is focused on helping you to become: ‘Your Next Best Self.’
Dr Patricia has worked with Fortune 500 companies, high impact corporations and middle
sized enterprises. Her knowledge in areas self mastery, crisis management, leadership
resilience and new normal strategies, empower men and women to not only serve with
excellence but with a mission purposeful perspective.
Noteworthy Contributions in Education
Dr Patricia is undoubtedly an educator connoisseur.
For more than two decades, she has extensively lent strategic guidance, research and
business insights in the Education sector. She was an Advisor to the Dean and Vice Dean,
Executive Talent Development at Strathmore Business School, Kenya on matters
leadership, notably Women in Leadership & Business and Governance. She developed
global strategic alliances with other schools such as Lagos Business School, Nanyang in
Singapore, Cranfield School of Management in the UK, GIBBS in South Africa amongst
others. She further developed blended digital E-learning solutions for Pan-African clients
as a critical part of a World Bank consulting project. Her oversight on the quality
management of all executive education and corporate academy programs has, to date,
left an indelible footprint at the Strathmore Business School.
She holds a Doctorate in Business Administration - Transformational Leadership &
Governance from International School of Management (ism.edu), in Paris.

She is also deeply passionate about positively impacting humanity and serves as the Chair
of the Clean Start Governance Board; a social enterprise that works with women and
children affected by the criminal justice system to restore dignity and hope for successful
reintegration.
To date, she has served on multiple boards in various capacities and is a sought-after
board and leadership policy advisor, impacting many with her renowned Breakthrough
Mastery Circle & Rise Masterclass in Self Leadership.
Critical Acclaim
Dr Patricia’s work, which has reached millions worldwide, has been
honored with multiple, noteworthy awards:
★ Top 15 most influential leadership voices LinkedIn - 2022
★ Top 25 Most Powerful Women in C-Suite Impacting Business – 2021
★ Top 3 most influential podcasts in Kenya-2021, Your Next Best Self Podcast with Dr
Patricia Murugami
★ National Diversity & Inclusion Business Executive Champion Award in 2019.
★ Jacob’s Well Most Impactful 12 women in the region in 2015, and
★ Top 40 under 40 Women -2010
Loyal Clients That Trust Dr Patricia:
★
★
★
★
★
★
★

Safaricom PLC
East African Breweries Limited
ABSA Group Ltd
Standard Chartered Bank
Standard Bank Group across 16 African countries
Multichoice Kenya Limited
Safal Group

As a Speaker and Leadership Coach, Dr Patricia has the unique ability to deliver warm,
electrifying keynotes that catalyse eaders and teams to put their best foot forward.
Her track record speaks for itself. To date she continues to catalyze leaders into acting
with clarity of purpose and impact, while inspiring the organizations they lead to
become unrivaled.

What Does Working With Dr Patricia Murugami Look Like?
The Change Has Been Gradual, And The Growth Continues To Be Transformational.

I am now able to take a deliberate, calculated and progressive introspection at myself, in
order to unpack issues/challenges hindering my growth and in the same calculated way,
determine what step by step solutions I can take. I am no longer bound by my shadows
and fears, I am able to work through these, and use them as stepping stones.
I am slowly discovering a deep love for me, and with that love, the strongest potential.
Living life is a joy, because there is always tomorrow, in which I strive towards.
The journey towards becoming my next best self, has enabled me to be more conscious
of my impact on the teams around me, and I now constantly and consciously strive to
inspire and motivate others towards a similar path, so that we are all working together to
create meaningful change to the environment around us.
Myra Deya
AG Country Director Malawi
Trade Mark East Africa

In the words of Alice Walker, from the book THE TEMPLE OF MY FAMILIAR,
“Keep in mind always the present you are constructing, it should be the future you want.
These are the words I carried with me as I joined the Breakthrough Leadership
Transformation training program. I was seeking growth and change for myself. In my
own selfish way to grow ME. To grow ME into what exactly; you would ask . . .Good
question.
Need I prepare you that once you join the class all selfish agendas are left outside the
door. Yes you will grow you, but wholesomely and embrace an aspect of togetherness
and community input in your growth journey.
BLT training and application of the lessons learnt brings with it vulnerability,
re-assessment of one’s life goals and purpose. Vulnerability is a good phase to go
through because with Dr. Patricia’s Murugami’ s guidance, this is where you then start to
experience change and transformation.
I have emerged from our Circle a better leader, a better student, mentor and friend. The
relationships I now hold are purposeful as I maintain a deliberate circle of Leadership
Accountability. Out put in my line of duty has also greatly benefited from this training and
would encourage lady leaders in whatever walk and stage of one’s career to pursue this
course.
Am I then constructing the future I want after the course? absolutely! I greatly thank Dr.
Patricia and the team at BLT, for teaching me a different approach to life whilst accepting
and thriving in the stage of life and career one is in, as you blossom for the next.
And please as you GROW and RISE, don’t ever forget to LIFT OTHERS!

Patricia Karanja
Head of Agency Business
Distribution | AIG Kenya Insurance Company Ltd

Do You Want To Work With Dr Patricia Murugami? Click Here To Make a Booking for your
Next Breakthrough Transformational Experience!

